lization of land requires that Leopold's ethics regarding land use be augmented with Marx's ethics regarding land use.
CONSERVATIONIST ETHICS
Capitalism emerged approximately 500 years ago (Foster, 1994) , right at about the same time that Europeans began to migrate to North America. From the beginning of the European conquest, a free enterprise, anthropocentric view of land use has been part of the dominant ideology in North America.
John Locke (1632-1704) greatly influenced the world view of Thomas Jefferson and other founding fathers. Locke supported turning land held in common over to private control and considered those who exploited wilderness areas for private economic gain to be highly virtuous (Macpherson, 1962) . Locke argued that the land in North America was not being exploited to its full potential. According to Locke, this resulted in a common laborer in England having a higher standard of living than an aboriginal "King" in North America. Thus, Native Americans who appropriated resources by hunting and gathering or horticulture (as opposed to engaging in higher impact, higher yield forms of appropriation such as agriculture or raising livestock) were behaving in an irrational and irresponsible manner. In the Western tradition, "irrational" beings are inferior to "rational" beings (Evernden, 1993) . The "irrational" behavior of Native Americans, and the perceived limited economic potential of many indigenous species, were considered to be justifications for the eradication of Native Americans and many indigenous nonhuman species (Holly, 1993) .
In the late 19 th and early 20 th centuries, some prominent individuals became concerned about some of the consequences of the "progress" that had been made since the European conquest. These early conservationists wholeheartedly endorsed the free enterprise system and the commodification of nature. However, conservationists such as Theodore Roosevelt and Gifford Pinchot were led to question the logic of the free enterprise system by:
. . . a somewhat startling realization: laissez-faire capitalism had the potential to produce a world without wildlife. The market dictates of self-interest could no longer, in the eyes of the budding conservationist, serve as an adequate basis for human-ity's relationship to nature because . . . there was a perception that 'capitalist democracy is biocidal' (Sandlos 1998, p. 43) .
Thus, the approach that Pinchot and others applied to land use decisions evolved in response to the ecological degradation that was a byproduct of unfettered capitalism. Gifford Pinchot (1865 Pinchot ( -1946 was the first director of the U.S. Forest Service and was very influential in the creation of national forests. Pinchot asserted that both government regulation and, to some extent, government ownership of natural resources was required in order to control what he considered to be two undesirable outcomes of laissez-faire capitalism: the tendency of businesses to exploit resources in a manner which creates wealth for the few at the expense of the many, and the tendency for capitalists to exploit resources in an unsustainable manner. Therefore, Pinchot argued that the role of the government was to ensure that natural resources were exploited in an efficient and sustainable manner and that access to these resources be distributed in an equitable fashion (Callicott, 1990) .
Pinchot was unabashedly anthropocentric in his approach to land use. In regard to national forest policy he stated that, "The object of our policy is not to preserve the forests because they are beautiful . . . or because they are refuges for the wild creatures of the wilderness . . . but . . . for the making of prosperous homes . . . Every other consideration comes as secondary" (Pinchot, cited in Foster 1999, p. 76) . The conservationist ethic entails exploiting natural resources while also allowing economically viable resources to reproduce themselves so that they may be utilized in the future. For example, in forestry, old growth forest ecosystems are replaced by second growth tree plantations. Flora that have no apparent economic value are dubbed "weed species" and are culled from tree plantations.
Conservationist ethics can be seen as an improvement on the traditional Lockean view of nature, i.e., seeing nature as an infinite source of raw material and as a dumping ground that can readily absorb the byproducts of capitalist production. However, to many of those concerned with ecological issues, the conservationist approach is problematic for multiple reasons. One common criticism of this approach is that it often results in the eradication of species which have no readily apparent economic value, which, in turn, often results in the extinction of species whose utility is unknown, and/or it results in eco-systems that are degraded to the degree that "useful" species cannot successfully reproduce themselves. Or, as Leopold stated, "It is assumed, falsely, I think, that the economic parts of the biotic clock will function without the uneconomic parts" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 . Another common criticism of conservation ethics is that nonhuman species are not recognized as having the inherent right to exist. Thus, the burden is always on those concerned with ecological preservation to demonstrate the economic utility of a given species or eco-system (Evernden, 1993) . By the midtwentieth century, an ethical framework began to emerge that went beyond the anthropocentric barriers imposed by mainstream conservationist ethics.
EVOLUTIONARY-ECOLOGICAL LAND ETHICS
Aldo Leopold's (1886 Leopold's ( -1948 posthumously published A Sand County Almanac is considered to be "the first formulation of modern ecocentric ethics" (Pepper 1996, p. 221) . What has been referred to here as the dichotomy between conservationist ethics and ecocentric ethics, Leopold referred to as the "A-B cleavage".
Conservationists are notorious for their dissensions. Superficially these seem to add up to mere confusion, but a more careful scrutiny reveals a single plane of cleavage common to many specialized fields. In each field one group (A) regards the land as soil, and its function as commodity production; another group (B) regards the land as a biota, and its function as something broader. How much broader is admittedly in a state of doubt and confusion (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 .
In his earlier years, Leopold was employed by Pinchot's Forest Service and had been an advocate of group A ethics. For instance, he considered predator species to be unwanted competitors with humans for game. Thus, he killed predator species on sight. One incident in particular appears to have been a watershed event in Leopold's ethical evolution. Leopold and several other men shot at a mother wolf and several of her grown pups. After wounding some of the pups and mortally wounding the mother, the group approached the dying wolf.
We reached the old wolf in time to watch a fierce green fire dying in her eyes. I realized then, and have known ever since, that there was something new to me in those eyes -something known to only her and to the mountain. I was young then and full of trigger itch; I thought that because fewer wolves meant more deer, that no wolves would mean hunters' paradise.
But after seeing the green fire die, I sensed that neither the wolf nor the mountain agreed with such a view (Leopold 1949 (Leopold / 1987 .
By the 1940s, Leopold was firmly entrenched in the ecocentric camp. He asserted that not only other sentient beings, but the land itself was worthy of moral consideration. Moreover, he maintained that wilderness areas offered unique and valuable opportunities for human recreation that could not be replicated elsewhere.
Modern scientists have tended to embrace the Cartesian dualism of humans as the thinking, active subject and of non-humans as being passive objects (Evernden, 1993) . In contrast to many of his peers in the scientific community, Leopold contended that Darwin's theory of evolution led to the clear conclusion that humans were simply another member of the biotic community.
It is a century now since Darwin gave us the first glimpse of the origin of species. We know now what was unknown to all the preceding caravan of generations: that men are only fellowvoyagers with other creatures in the odyssey of evolution. This new knowledge should have given us, by this time, a sense of kinship with fellow creatures; a wish to live and let live; a sense of wonder over the magnitude and duration of the biotic enterprise (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 .
Rather than occupying a privileged position apart from nature, Leopold contended that humans were part of a "biotic pyramid". The base of the pyramid is the soil, the next layer consists of plants, and the third layer consists of insects and so on. Each layer depends on the layers beneath it and the creatures on the upper levels gradually decrease in number. Large carnivores, wolves, cougars, etc., occupy the top layer: "Man shares an intermediate layer with the bears, raccoons, and squirrels which eat both meat and vegetables" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 .
HUNTING ETHICS
One of the fallacies regarding ecocentric ethics, which is often promoted by public relations firms working on behalf of resource extraction industries, is that individuals who have an ecocentric worldview are oblivious to the fact that humans must appropriate resources from nature (Simon, 1998) . But, the manner in which the land pyramid functions requires species to feed off of those species on the lower levels. Thus, from Leopold's ethical framework, species have biotic rights to exist; whereas, individual members of a species do not.
Throughout his life, Leopold derived a great deal of pleasure and fulfillment through interacting with nature and through appropriating food by hunting various game species. However, he was appalled by many of the practices employed by hunters during the mid-twentieth century for several reasons. He was particularly disturbed by the widespread practice of exterminating predator species. Firstly, Leopold contended that "predators are members of the community . . . no special interest has the right to exterminate them for the sake of a benefit, real or fancied, to itself " (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 .
He also recognized that predators play a vital role in maintaining the health of the biotic community. Leopold maintained that like other animals, humans attempt to maximize the degree of safety and comfort in their lives. Eradicating predators such as wolves is done with the aim of protecting livestock and increasing the number of game species such as elk and deer. However, increasing the number of ungulates often leads to over browsing, which, in turn, ultimately leads to fewer and less healthy game species. Humans often alter the environment with the aim of either more efficiently appropriating commodities from the earth or with the aim of removing annoying pests or dangerous predators. The goal is to enhance the general level of safety and happiness by eradicating some members of the biotic community and/or increasing the prevalence of others. "A measure of success in this [obtaining safety] is all well enough, and perhaps is a requisite to objective thinking, but too much safety seems to yield only danger in the long run" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 .
Leopold also felt that eradicating predators diminished the experiences for humans traveling in wilderness areas. Leopold described how a grizzly bear he referred to as "Bigfoot", enhanced his wilderness experience while working as a Forest Service employee in the Apache National Forest in Arizona:
No one ever saw the old bear, but in the muddy springs about the base of the cliffs you saw his incredible tracks. Seeing them made the most hard-bitten cowboys aware of bear. Wherever they rode they saw the mountain [Escudilla] , and when they saw the mountain they thought of bear. Campfire conversation ran to beef, bailes, and bear. Bigfoot claimed for his own only a cow a year, and a few square miles of useless rocks, but his personality pervaded the country (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 .
Eventually, a government trapper killed Bigfoot. The death of Bigfoot also meant the death of a particular aspect of the wilderness experience for humans. "Escudilla still hangs on the horizon, but when you see it you no longer think of bear. It's only a mountain now" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold / 1987 .
Despite being an avid hunter, Leopold was either ambivalent or greatly disturbed by some hunting practices. He observed that in his native state of Wisconsin, it was common for hunters to illegally kill does or spike bucks (which have no "trophy" value) and leave them to rot. "Such deer hunting is not only without social value, but constitutes actual training for ethical depravity elsewhere" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 . His feelings regarding trophy hunting were more ambivalent:
Trophy hunting is the prerogative of youth, racial or individual and nothing to apologize for. The disquieting thing in the modern picture is the trophy hunter who never grows up, in whom the capacity for isolation, perception, and husbandry is undeveloped, or perhaps lost (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 ).
Leopold saw trophy hunting as an atavistic behavior that was unproblematic as long as the individual was able to reach a higher level of maturation. However, the motives of the hunter who slaughters for pleasure and the trophy hunter are not significantly different. The primary motive of the former is the satisfaction they derive from killing; whereas, the latter kills in order to display the body parts of the slain animal as tangible evidence of their hunting skills. In either case, the animal is not being killed for food, it is being killed as a means of satiating sadistic desires and/or conspicuously consuming wildlife as a means of enhancing one's status with others.
Converting body parts into trophies is not the exclusive domain of some hunters. The seasoned war reporter, Chris Hedges, has on many occasions witnessed, ". . . the strange need by killers to display human corpses as trophies" (Hedges 2003, p. 138) . Soldiers commonly pose with the corpses of the enemy in the same manner that a trophy hunter poses with a freshly killed carcass. Displaying body parts is tangible evidence that an enemy has been conquered. Moreover, it is a means of humiliating the dead and terrorizing the living. Displaying an animal's head on a wall is perhaps a means of communicating that it has been "conquered" and displays a degree of disrespect toward the species. Indeed, like killing animals for pleasure, trophy hunting itself may also constitute "actual training for ethical depravity elsewhere."
There is a further similarity between warfare and trophy hunting which will only be briefly mentioned here. One of the myths of war is that it is waged between heroic professional soldiers who adhere to some sort of rules of combat. In reality, modern wars often involve the senseless slaughter of children and other civilians. Moreover, warfare has evolved from an activity which required strength and stamina, and often involved close contact between adversaries, to an impersonal interaction that is heavily mediated by technology (Hedges, 2003) .
Throughout most of human history, hunting big game such as bear or bison was a dangerous but necessary task. Like warfare, technology has dramatically altered the nature of hunting. Modern rifles can quickly kill big game such as bear or bison from hundreds of yards away. Thus, unlike the contemporary soldier, the contemporary hunter is seldom in any danger of being attacked.
Implicit in Leopold's writings is a hint of contempt for the notion that killing game animals is a risky, even heroic endeavor. For instance he sarcastically referred to the government trapper who killed the grizzly bear "Bigfoot" as, "a sort of St. George in overalls, seeking to slay dragons at government expense" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 . Despite the significant changes that modern technologies have produced, the notion that killing a big game animal is an opportunity to test one's physical courage remains part of American cultural mythology.
THE VALUE OF WILDERNESS FOR HUMAN RECREATION
In addition to valuing wilderness as a place where wildlife could live in its natural state and as a pristine location for scientific inquiry, Leopold maintained that wilderness experiences were highly beneficial to humankind and that, "Recreation is valuable in proportion to the intensity of its experiences, and to the degree to which it differs from and contrasts with workaday life" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 .
He contended that wilderness provided both the values of solitude and freedom. Institutions, such as the state and corporations, create a great deal of predictability and safety in everyday life. One of the many negative aspects of living in a highly regulated society is that the same institutions which provide safety, also constrain us and make us dependent upon them. Leopold maintained that wilderness experiences were qualitatively different from other forms of rigorous exercise or other unique forms of recreation; wilderness travel provides individuals with the freedom of taking risks and of taking responsibility for their own well-being. Leopold described encountering two young men on a canoe trip on the Flambeau River. The men had graduated from college and were going on an excursion before joining the Army:
This trip was their first and last taste of freedom, an interlude between two regimentations: the campus and the barracks. The elemental simplicities of wilderness travel were thrills not only because of their novelty, but because they represented complete freedom to make mistakes. The wilderness gave them their first taste of those rewards and penalties for wise and foolish acts which every woodsman faces daily, but against which civilization has built a thousand buffers. These boys were 'on their own' in this particular sense. Perhaps every youth needs an occasional wilderness trip, in order to learn the meaning of this particular freedom (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 ).
Leopold admitted to utilizing various modern devices for hunting and other forms of outdoor recreation, but maintained that technology had a tendency to detract from wilderness recreation by decreasing the contrast between the experience and everyday life: "A gadget industry pads the bumps against nature-in-the-raw; woodcraft becomes the art of gadgets. And now, to cap the pyramid of banalities, the trailer" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 . He was particularly disturbed by the hesitancy that many hunters have to stray far from their vehicles. Mechanized travel detracts from wilderness experiences. Moreover, the lethargy of the modern hunter requires more roads to be built into wilderness areas which, in turn, results in less wilderness. "Mechanized recreation already has seized nine-tenths of the woods and mountains; a decent respect for minorities should dedicate the other tenth to wilderness" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 .
There are far more roads and more people engaging in mechanized travel than when Leopold died over 50 years ago. Individuals whose interactions with the environment are heavily mediated by mechanized travel, never experience the pleasures of more closely interacting with nature and the rewards of physical exertion that come from non-mechanized modes of travel. Many people are trapped in a cycle of increased debt, increased working hours, and decreased leisure time (Schor, 2004) . They lack both the time to maintain their physical health and the latitude to engage in extended excursions into wilderness areas. One cannot develop a taste for something one has never had the opportunity to experience. Leopold was aware of this phenomenon: "Perhaps our grandsons, having never seen a wild river, will never miss the chance to set a canoe in singing waters" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 .
THE BUFFALO HUNT
As a whole, the American West has more roads, more people, and less wilderness than Leopold experienced. However, there have been some token improvements since his time. One of these improvements is the increase in the number of wild, free roaming bison over the last half century.
The decimation of the bison herds in the 19 th century appeared to be an economically rational policy, which, of course, would be ethical from a conservationist point of view. After the former Indian fighter and explorer, William Gilpin became the first territorial governor of Colorado in the 1860s, he claimed that every buffalo that was killed could be replaced with three cows or sheep. Furthermore, Gilpin predicted that the prairies could be converted into highly profitable agricultural land. These assumptions led many hunters and other entrepreneurs to set about the tasks of exterminating the bison herds while also gleaning whatever wealth could be gained from the millions of carcasses.
Three quarters of a million buffalo hides went east on the railroads in 1873. So did thousands of buffalo hooves, to be polished into inkwells for curio shelves in Victorian parlors. So did thousands of barrels of delicacies; buffalo hams, cured in Dodge City; salted buffalo tongues; and fresh buffalo hump steaks, too, thanks to new refrigerator cars. Before the Civil War between twenty and sixty million buffalo -no one, then or now can be sure of the figure -roamed the Plains. In 1900 less than a thousand were alive (Matthews 1992, pp. 65-66) .
Due to recovery efforts, there are now approximately 200,000 buffalo in the United States. However, most of these animals are raised by bison ranchers or they are fenced in on public lands. Moreover, conservationist ethics are still applied when managing wild bison. Every year hundreds of buffalo are slaughtered by officials from the National Park Service or the Montana Department of Livestock, from the Yellowstone herd, when they stray beyond the National Park's boundaries in search of winter forage. The Montana Department of Livestock and the National Park Service defend this practice on the grounds that domestic cattle might contract brucellosis from pregnant bison (Earth Island Journal, 2006) .
In 1941, bison were taken from the herd in Yellowstone National Park and introduced to the Henry Mountains of Utah. It is one of the few wild, free ranging herds in the U.S. (Van Vuren, 2001 ). The herd has become well established (approximately 300 head) and a limited number of "once in a life time" permits are selected by lottery each year. I was fortunate enough to draw a cow bison permit for the 2005 hunting season.
One of the common misconceptions regarding hunting is that game animals behave in the same manner when they are hunted as they do when they are being photographed in national parks or other areas where they have grown accustomed to non-threatening contact with humans. Virtually any wild animal can become accustomed to regular human contact and will usually go about their daily routines while ignoring humans. Some species, e.g., black bear, will even lose their natural fear of humans to the degree that they will allow themselves to be hand fed (Herraro, 2002) .
Under the right conditions, bison can become as easy to slaughter as domestic cattle. The Yellowstone buffalo herd has become accustomed to regular contact with humans. In 2006, Montana issued a limited number of hunting licenses for buffalo that had wandered out of the park boundaries in search of winter forage. Most of the bison were reportedly killed while grazing along a road. The buffalo passively observed people getting out of their trucks and walking to within 30 yards of them, taking careful aim, and shooting them with rifles as small as a .270 (Herring, 2006) .
Hunting buffalo in the Henry Mountains is a very different experience. This is a herd that has been subjected to regular hunting pressures for decades. The bison avoid both humans and vehicles. Unlike domestic cattle, it is very hard to predict where buffalo will be from day to day. In the 19 th century, buffalo hunters were surprised by the ability of bison to seemingly disappear. In 1834 John Kirk described this phenomenon occurring along the North Platte River in Wyoming. "When we rose this morning, not a single buffalo, of the many thousands that yesterday strewed the plains, were to be seen. It seemed like magic. Where could they have gone? I asked myself this question again and again, but in vain" (Kirk, cited in Wuerthner 2002, p. 296 ).
In the Henry Mountains, the buffalo do not typically congregate in large herds. They are often in small herds of 6 animals or fewer or they are feeding by themselves. The highest peak in the region is Mount Ellen (11, 614 ft). The buffalo seek out forage in the higher elevations due to the increased rainfall, which leads to higher quality forage. As individuals, they have a range of approximately 13 thousand acres and are seldom seen "remaining in the same area longer than 3 days" (Van Vuren 2001, p. 123) . Thus, finding a buffalo in the Henry Mountains can often be a challenge.
Prior to the hunting season in mid-November, I began to scout for bison. My friend, Jeff Torlina, and I made camp in Capitol Reef National Park, which borders the Henry Mountains. We were excited to see what we thought were buffalo tracks along a road that borders Capitol Reef and the Henrys. I reasoned that domestic cattle would not be in a national park.
We hiked into Swap Mesa via Swap Canyon. In a side canyon, we happened upon some fossilized dinosaur tracks. The vegetation consisted primarily of yucca, junipers, and sage. Although the country was spectacular to hike in, and there were some patches of grass, it was hard to imagine that a large herbivore would graze here. We came upon the weathered rib cage of a bison. It was good to see tangible evidence that a buffalo, at some point in time, had actually traveled through the area we were scouting.
By nightfall we had made our way to the main canyon and hiked out by moonlight. Later that evening, we saw approximately 30 domestic cattle grazing along the road within the park boundaries. My earlier assumption that cattle would not be in a national park was obviously incorrect.
The next day we hiked in to Swap Mesa again and spent the entire day without seeing any sign of buffalo. Again, we hiked out in the dark. Near the mouth of the canyon a guided hunting party (one hunter and about 12 guides) on horseback came up behind us. The hunter in the group had a tag that would allow him to hunt either a cow or bull (his season had already begun). They had not seen any sign of buffalo either.
The cow bison season began on December 10 th . This time, by myself, I hunted the Tarantula Flats area. I spent two days hiking throughout Tarantula Flats and glassing down from the cliffs that overlook Swap Mesa. The cliffs, rock spires, and dry stream beds below were absolutely stunning. This is country well worth traveling through, even if the hunt is unsuccessful. There were jackrabbits, mule deer sheds, and ATV tracks through the fragile crypto-biotic soil, but there was no sign of buffalo. I headed home in time to administer final exams to my students and to finish grading term papers.
The season would end on January 1 st . I was fortunate enough to have a large block of time free from work and other obligations before this date. After I handed in my grades for the semester, I began to prepare for an extended stay in the Henrys. I headed out on December 22 nd with enough food to last until the season was over. My wife had graciously agreed that she could live without me during one holiday season. I was either going to come out with a buffalo, or I would hike through a good portion of the Henrys.
I drove to the west side of the Coyote Benches area. This area is less arid than Swap Mesa or Tarantula Flats and there are more grassy areas. Around midnight, I pulled over on the side of a dirt road, placed my sleeping bag and pad on the ground and went to sleep. The next morning, I found a decent site among some scrub oaks to pitch the tent. A clear running, icy stream was less than 100 yards away. I looked at a topographic map while making breakfast and decided to head west up a nearby mountain and traverse the ridge.
My camp was at around 8,000 ft. and the ridge was at a little over 10,000 ft. While ascending, I spotted 3 does in a patch of scrub oak. The ridge was partially covered by a small thicket of Ponderosa Pines, which provided good cover when crossing over to its western slope. The western slope was relatively open, with a mixture of junipers, grass, and rock. I walked slowly on the west slope, below the ridge to avoid skylining myself. I stopped often to carefully glass the country below. About 200 ft. lower in elevation and approximately one half mile away, I spotted two bucks standing together. They hadn't seen me yet. About 300 ft. below the bucks, in the saddle of an east-west running ridge, was what appeared to be a buffalo. I exchanged the binoculars for a spotting scope that was in my pack. The bison was laying down underneath a small group of pines in the shade. No other buffalo appeared to be near it. Its horns had the inward curve of a female, but they also appeared to have the thickness of a male's horns.
Moving from one juniper to the next, I began to slowly angle my way down the ridge. Mule deer have keen eyesight and extremely good hearing. If I spooked them, there was a good chance of alerting the buffalo. The mule deer did not notice me until I was within 150 yards of them. The two bucks looked in my direction for a few seconds and then ran below me to the north. The buffalo turned its head and watched them run. I stood still behind a juniper and looked at the buffalo. It appeared more alert, but it had not seen me. I looked at the bison through the rifle's scope. I was in range, but I still could not be absolutely certain if it were a cow or a bull. Both sexes of buffalo have horns, making distinguishing between the sexes more difficult than either elk or deer.
I waited behind the juniper for about 10 minutes. The bison was no longer looking around and appeared to be calm. I slowly moved from juniper to juniper and then began heading toward a boulder that was large enough to conceal me and small enough to shoot over. The rock was even with the buffalo and about 75 yards above it. Before I could reach the rock, the bison turned its head around and looked right at me. It abruptly got to its feet and turned sideways to the north. It had no penile sheath. I fired two rounds into her heart-lung area. 2 She faced me and I fired another round into the center of her chest. She fell down hard on her side and was completely dead before I walked up to her.
For those who hunt on foot, locating and killing game is often the easiest part of the process, the physical exertion begins after the kill. It was after 4 p.m. and the winter darkness would be arriving in about an hour. Ravens began to circle as soon as the organs were removed. They prefer the softer, more easily digestible portions of a carcass. One of the bullets had directly penetrated the heart, which was likely the reason for her quick death. I set the heart and liver aside and continued to remove massive amounts of intestines and partially digested vegetation.
Relative to a deer or an elk, buffalo have thick skin and a massive body cavity. The skin and fur were much more difficult to cut through. Periodically, the knives needed to be re-sharpened. The body released a surprising amount of heat when the skin was removed. Even after the sun had set, I worked with my shirt off for a couple of hours. Getting a knife in on the inside of the legs was difficult. I propped one leg up at a time with a dead tree branch and got underneath it with a knife. It was like getting at a difficult to reach drain plug on an automobile's oil pan. I pulled back the skin to the midpoint of the buffalo's back and removed one hind quarter and a front leg at the shoulder.
By this time, I was working by headlamp. I had brought a spare headlamp and lots of spare batteries. Unlike other forms of outdoor recreation, such as backpacking, how a day, or sometimes a night, is spent is less predictable. I knew that I would have a difficult time turning over a carcass this large on my own. With the help of a knife and a folding bone saw, I removed the head. Using the front leg as a lever, after several tries, I was able to turn the buffalo and removed the skin and legs from the other side.
I picked up the head by the horns, it felt like it weighed at least 60 pounds. Before trophy hunting became popular in America, elk hunters would often choose a cow elk because its meat was more tender than a bull's. If a bull were killed, the antlers were often left behind (Kaubach & Henckel, 1989) . To a meat hunter on foot, as opposed to a trophy hunter on an ATV, carrying anything from an animal that lacks utility seems absurd. I placed the head back on the ground. It would make a better meal for ravens and coyotes than a wall ornament.
I spread the hide out fur side down and placed the four limbs on a pile of branches. During the field dressing process, I had periodically urinated around the area where the meat was going to be stored for the night. I placed a sweat soaked shirt on top of the meat. The intention was to surround the meat with a strong human odor. Bears were not a concern in December, but there are always coyotes.
By this time, it was past 11 p.m. I was immensely thirsty and out of water. The rifle and pack were the only things that would be carried out that night. I set the compass for due east and began walking straight up the mountain. The headlamp provided enough light to see for about 20 yards, which was not enough to read the terrain. According to the map, if I continued to head east, I would run into the dirt road.
The east slope of the mountain had about 3 inches of snow. Underneath the snow were a series of round rocks about the size of softballs. I fell multiple times and was glad that the rifle was not loaded. At about 3 a.m. I reached the tent. I washed some of the blood from my hands and arms in the icy stream, drank about a gallon of water and went to sleep.
I awoke at about 7 a.m. I was anxious to get back to the carcass but needed coffee and food. Simple pleasures at home can become inconvenient addictions in the bush. I arrived at the carcass with a pack frame to lash the meat to, cotton game bags, a boning knife to remove the meat remaining on the ribs and back, and salt for the hide. The ravens had been feeding on the pile of innards, but the meat had been left alone. Each load weighed approximately 80 pounds. It was too risky to walk down a steep slope with that much weight, especially alone. After ascending the mountain, I walked along the ridge until it gently sloped down into the lower elevations.
That evening, while carrying the first load out, I saw a herd of five bison. There was a huge bull among them. I was glad that I didn't have to carry him out. Over the next four days I completed the process of haul-ing the meat and the hide to the tent site. The weather cooperated. During the nights it got down to about 20 degrees, during the days, it never got above 40 degrees. This helped to age the meat without spoiling it. After a semester of engaging in debates about abstract issues such as academic freedom, it felt good to be focusing on immediate, concrete concerns such as weather conditions or foot placement on rocky slopes.
Just when I was bringing the last load to the camp, it began to snow. I started packing the meat and the gear into the vehicle. A man in a truck pulled up. He was looking for elk. It was the first person I had seen or spoken to in five days. There was no cell phone service, so my wife, Cindy, only knew that I would be home by January 2 nd or before. I later found out that she and my mother had spoken frequently on the phone in order to assure one another that I was safe. I'm not sure if they alleviated or exacerbated one another's fears.
The meat hung in our garage for a day and then the work of cutting and grinding the meat began. Cindy, a former vegetarian, bravely helped with this process. The bones were used to make gallons of onion soup. After the hide was further salted and dried, it was sent to a tannery. It makes an excellent winter blanket.
To observe and to hunt buffalo in the 21 st century gives one a feeling of connection with people from past centuries. It also creates a connection with future generations when one hopes that in centuries to come, other humans and nonhumans will be in the same place engaging in the same activities.
The events described above were a unique and memorable experience. I have done extended backpacking trips without other people, but always there has been at least a dog for company. This type of solitude was new to me. Among outdoor recreationists, there is often a division between the "hook and bullet" types who violently appropriate resources from nature, and people who engage in non-appropriative activities such as backpacking or photography. Leopold saw value in both forms of recreation. In addition to valuing wilderness for reasons discussed earlier, Leopold asserted that humans learned important lessons from directly appropriating resources from nature. ". . . there is value in any experience that reminds us of our dependency on the soil-plant-animal-man food chain, and of the fundamental organization of the biota. Civilization has so cluttered this elemental man-earth relation with gadgets and middlemen that awareness of it is growing dim" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 . Due to the lack of wildlife and wild areas, most people will never have an experience similar to the one detailed above. For myself, it is an experi-ence that can never be legally repeated in Utah. It will be argued below that, to the detriment of both the human and nonhuman communities, the American West has become less ecologically diverse. Moreover, even from a purely economic point of view, in many cases limiting ecological diversity cannot be justified.
GRAZING CATTLE AND THE LAND ETHIC
The aggregate amount of land that is open to grazing in the West is the equivalent to a land mass three times the size of California, or three hundred million acres (Wuerthner & Matteson, 2002) . There are many factors, e.g., logging, mining, human population change, which have led to the decreased ecological diversity of the American West. The focus here will be on grazing livestock on public lands, as the presence of domestic livestock either limits, or totally precludes the presence of numerous plant and animal species.
Leopold summarized the land ethic by stating, "A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends to do otherwise" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold / 1987 . The presence of cattle and sheep in national forests and BLM lands is clearly "wrong" from Leopold's perspective as their presence either precludes or severely limits the existence and well-being of numerous flora and fauna. Moreover, the presence of domestic grazing animals detracts from human wilderness experiences, which Leopold considered to be invaluable. Domestic cattle and sheep have been bred to be easily managed and dependent upon humans for their safety, which, in turn, makes them easy targets for various predators. In many rural areas of the West, bumper stickers proclaim that wolves are "government subsidized terrorists". Ironically, the eradication of large carnivores and omnivores, such as grizzly bears, was completed, on behalf of ranchers, with the help of federal subsidies (Horejsi, 2002) . Grizzly bear and wolves were poisoned, hunted, and trapped until they ceased to exist in most Western states. Moreover, opposition from ranching interests constitutes the major barrier to both wolf and grizzly bear recovery programs (Robinson, 2002; Horjesi, 2002) .
The more resilient predator species have been the target of an ongoing campaign of eradication since livestock grazing became prevalent in the West. The federal government kills about seventy thousand coyotes a year in Western states as well as hundreds of other predators such as fox, cougar, bobcat, and even badgers. Some of the techniques are very costly to taxpayers. For instance, in 1999, over thirty thousand coyotes were shot from helicopters by government agents at a cost of between $200 to $800 per coyote. In that same year 231 foxes, 390 bobcats, and 3 badgers were killed by gunfire from aircraft (Fahy & Briggs, 2002) .
Utilizing sodium cyanide and other poisons is still a widely used method of predator control. An unintended consequence of poison is the death of "nontarget" species. In one year, 267 domestic dogs, 1,277 foxes, 1 gray wolf, and 253 raccoons were unintentionally killed by cyanide poisons (Fahy and Briggs, 2002) . It should be noted that the actual number of deaths was higher as these were deaths that were actually reported to federal agencies.
Moreover, dying from cyanide can apparently be a prolonged and painful process. While camping in Utah's West Desert, Rochelle Bird left her dog chained up under a shade tree near her camper:
We were gone probably about an hour and a half; when we returned, our beloved dog had got off the chain and was lying by our camper foaming at the mouth. I was not sure what was wrong with him at first; he could not stand up and was having a hard time breathing. We loaded everything in the trailer as fast as we could and headed for the vet, which was a good hour's drive away. By the time we got to the vet's office our dog had died. He had eaten poison he found in the desert. I called the BLM that covers that area and they informed me that they have had problems with sheep herders in that area putting cyanide pills in hotdogs and throwing them out of their vehicle windows along the roads . . . . (Rochelle Bird, personal communication, June 5, 2006) .
Herbivores are one layer beneath the omnivores on the biotic pyramid. Domestic grazing animals directly compete with wild herbivores for both food and water, which, in turn, limits the food available for wild omnivores and carnivores.
From the perspective of the rancher, each cow on public lands represents an allegedly necessary service he or she is providing by "feeding" people. From the perspective of the hunter or the back-packer, each cow represents a theft of opportunities to either feed themselves via hunting, or to view wolves, bear, bison, elk in their natural state. According to the Wyoming department of Fish and Game, the amount of forage required to sustain a domestic cow and her calf on public lands for a month, or 1 Animal Unit Month (AUM), could sustain 7.8 mule deer, or 10.8 pronghorn, or 2.1 elk, or 1.2 moose (Willers, 2002) . According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, a domestic cow and her calf require approximately 650 pounds of forage per month and a domestic bull requires approximately 812 pounds of forage per month. A bison requires approximately 812 pounds of forage per month (the USDA did not distinguish between bison bulls and cows) (Willers, 2002) . Thus, for every cow on public lands, there could be approximately one buffalo or a multitude of deer or antelope etc.
Domestic cattle behave differently than wild ungulates. For instance, cattle tend to be concentrated on relatively flat stretches of land around streams and other sources of water. Conversely, bison wander over a relatively large land area and only drink water once per day, often lingering at a water source for only about 20 minutes (Van Vuren, 2001) . Therefore, the impact that domestic animals have at the lower levels of the biotic pyramid (i.e., plants, water and soil) tends to be greater than that of their wild counterparts. Either directly in, or in close proximity to water sources, a cow daily excretes 30-49 pounds of urine and about 29-70 pounds of feces. This makes cattle a major source of water pollution in the West. Moreover, cattle also tend to destroy the habitat of fish and other aquatic wildlife (Carter, 2002) . In addition to directly competing with wild ungulates for forage, cattle often compact soil and kill native vegetation. Because they are transported via truck from one location to another, cattle and sheep are also major sources of noxious, invasive weed species on public lands (Belsky & Gelbard, 2002) . In a nutshell, the introduction of grazing animals in North America has adversely affected multiple indigenous species of wild flora and fauna.
Leopold contended that ecological diversity and wilderness travel enhanced the quality of life for humans. Thus, from the perspective of the land ethic, it is also appropriate to consider how the lack of biological diversity on public lands affects humans. As mentioned above, the argument for exterminating indigenous species such as bison in the 19 th century was that these species were a barrier to economic growth. Many social theorists have cast doubt on the assumption that a higher standard of living results in a higher quality of living (e.g., Naess, 1989; Kasser, 2002; Schor, 2004) . From Leopold's perspective, the increased availability of consumer goods that often result from increased economic growth, are not worth their social costs if they significantly infringe on the ability of people to interact with the natural world: "Now we face the question whether a still higher 'standard of living' is worth its costs in things natu-ral, wild, and free. For us of the minority, the opportunity to see geese is more important than television, and the chance to find a pasque-flower is a right as inalienable as free speech" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 . Clearly, the presence of livestock on public lands either limits or totally precludes the ability of people to observe many indigenous plant and animal species in their natural states.
Having livestock graze on public lands also limits the ability of people to directly appropriate resources from the environment, i.e., gathering plants, hunting, fishing. This, in turn, obscures what Leopold referred to as the "elemental man-earth relation" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 ; or, in Marxist terms, it results in a form of commodity fetishism (Marx 1867 (Marx /1984 . Commodity fetishism occurs when the consumer is unaware of the conditions under which the commodities they purchased were produced. Commodities such as meat and fish seem to appear magically in restaurants and supermarkets. The consumer of commodities such as these has no connection to the animals they eat or the environments from which they came. The consumer can be oblivious to inconvenient facts regarding exploited human workers, factory farming, or depleted fisheries. Moreover, they can engage in a form of denial that the food they are consuming was once part of a living, sentient being. It is easy to be willfully ignorant of the conditions under which a canned ham was produced. Observing or directly participating in the killing and processing of animals makes the production process more transparent, and may lead to greater levels of concern on the part of consumers. Indeed, much of the current concern over the conditions under which animals are slaughtered focuses on beings, e.g., lobsters and oysters etc., which are killed shortly before they are eaten (Bruni, 2006) .
The commercial production of beef products appears to entail a great deal of suffering for both humans and nonhumans. A century ago, Upton Sinclair informed a shocked nation that the meat that they were consuming was inhumanely slaughtered by poorly paid immigrants working under hazardous conditions (Sinclair, 2003) . Eric Schlosser has informed us that although the skin color and ethnicity of the immigrants has changed, the suffering of animals and the exploitation of labor are commonplace aspects of corporate slaughterhouses in the 21 st century (Schlosser, 2001; Schlosser, 2006) . In contrast to the consumer of meat purchased from a corporation, the hunter who processes his or her own meat has direct knowledge of the conditions under which their food has been appropriated from the environment. In short, replacing wild species with domestic livestock, limits the ability of individuals to engage in activities which make them more aware of what Leopold referred to as the "man-earth" relationship.
CONSERVATIONIST ETHICS AND GRAZING
Having domestic livestock grazing on public lands violates Leopold's land ethic in that it adversely affects the biotic pyramid from its apex to its base. However, from an anthropocentric, conservationist ethical perspective, non-human species are not worthy of consideration. Furthermore, compared with those who derive their meat from slaughterhouses and express little desire to visit wilderness areas, hunters and hikers are in the minority. From this perspective, it might be argued that the idiosyncratic preferences of the minority are trumped by the wellbeing of the majority, who benefit from the economic activities which occur on lands that would otherwise be "unproductive". However, it will be shown here that even from a strictly economic point of view, severely limiting the ecological diversity of public lands cannot be justified.
Starting with federal government's physical and cultural genocide of Native Americans, and the mass slaughter of predator species and buffalo, farming and the grazing of livestock in the West has always been very dependent upon federal subsidies such as free land or artificially low grazing fees. In 1862, the Homestead Act allocated 160 acres of free land to any pioneer family that could profitably farm the land for 5 years. In the early 1900s, new rules regarding homesteading allocated up to 640 acres of free land in the West to families (Popper & Popper, 1999) .
After the Civil War, the number of domestic cattle on federal lands began to rapidly expand. By 1870, there were 4.1 million cows and 4.8 million sheep grazing for free throughout the Western states. By 1900, there were 19.6 million cows and 25.1 million sheep grazing in this same geographical area. As a result, "the overtaxed, extremely exploited ranges became severely degraded" (Bureau of Land Management, 2006A, p. 1). The destruction of native flora and the introduction of foreign seeds via livestock created the opportunity for invasive species such as cheatgrass to displace native plants that wildlife depend on for winter forage.
Despite the apparent and widespread ecological degradation of public lands in the West, it was not until the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 that the federal government began to regulate grazing on public lands (Bureau of Land Management, 2006B). The Taylor Grazing Act gives the Secretary of the Interior authority to grant grazing permits to individuals. However, this process is not subject to an open and competitive bidding process that would exist in a truly free market. For instance, a citizen who wants to purchase Animal Unit Months (AUMs) to "graze" wild mule deer, is at a disadvantage, as the Taylor Grazing Act "directs the Secretary to give renewal preference to those already holding permits, and to adequately safeguard grazing privileges consistent with the purposes and provisions of the Act" (Bureau of Land Management, 2006B, p. 1).
The manner in which grazing fees are established is also not consistent with principles of laissez-faire free market economics. In 1978, Congress passed the Public Rangelands Improvement Act. The Act uses the 1966 Animal Unit Month fee of $1.23 as its baseline. The fee for grazing on public lands is then calculated by taking into account three variables: production costs for ranchers, the price of beef, and the grazing fees charged on private land (Bureau of Land Management, 2005) . The financial burden of increased production costs or decreased beef prices are absorbed by the public. For instance in 2005, the cost of an AUM was $1.79. In 2006, the price was reduced to $1.56, "primarily because of an increase in production prices" (Bureau of Land Management, 2006C) .
In a free market system, when production costs rise, profits decrease and/or the price of the finished product increases. This also often decreases demand for a given commodity. Ranchers who graze their livestock on public lands are partially insulated from the vagaries of the market by the American taxpayer.
The point is not to argue for a laissez-faire economics approach to the management of public lands. Since the 1930s, Keynesian style social welfare programs have improved the lives of millions. However, whenever public funds are utilized to subsidize private businesses, it is legitimate to question to what degree these businesses are either promoting or detracting from the common good.
The economic contributions made by ranchers who graze their livestock on public lands is minimal. Although, as mentioned above, millions of acres of public lands are utilized for grazing, very little of the total amount of beef production in the U.S. comes from cattle grazed on public lands. Almost 90% of the cattle producers are located in the Eastern states. Only 1.4% of cattle ranchers graze their cattle on BLM or Forest Service lands. Moreover, only 3% of the total feed supplied to livestock in the U.S. comes from public lands (Wuerthner & Matteson, 2002) .
The American West, like the rest of the nation, consists primarily of urban residents and its economy is primarily urban based. For instance, in Utah, 0.7% of the jobs are derived from all agricultural activities. Of the 11 Western states, Utah has the highest percentage of its jobs dependent on federal grazing, 0.18%. If job growth continues at its present rate, the jobs that would be lost by the abolition of grazing on public lands would be recovered in 17 days (Power, 2002) .
Other factors that need to be considered are the economic activities which are either severely limited or totally precluded by the presence of livestock on public lands. The presence of rare species such as wolves, grizzly bear, and bison, attract tourists from all over the world to the Western states. There is clear evidence that there is a direct relationship between the number of bison and elk in an area and the desire of tourists to visit locations such as Grand Teton National Park (Loomis, 2004) . Thus, grazing on public lands limits the tourist potential of many areas throughout the West.
Grazing fees are paid to the federal government, whereas, hunting license fees are paid to state governments. As discussed above, domestic cattle directly compete with wild herbivores for forage. If one compares the amount of forage consumed per head by wild herbivores, relative to the amount consumed per head by domestic livestock, it can be argued that hunters pay far more to graze "their livestock" than ranchers pay in federal grazing fees. As mentioned above, every AUM issued displaces 7.8 mule deer. To graze a cow and her calf on federal land for 12 months would cost a rancher $18.75 (Bureau of Land Management, 2006C) . In Utah, a general deer license costs $40, a premium limited entry deer license costs $138. Thus, for every $18.75 collected by the federal government in grazing fees, the State of Utah is losing between $312 (7.8 general deer licenses) and $1,076.40 (7.8 premium limited entry licenses). Similar comparisons can be made for other ungulates, e.g., elk, moose, pronghorn, bison, and bighorn sheep. The contrasts become even larger when one compares out-of-state license fees. For example, there is another bison herd on Utah's Antelope Island. Because it is a small area, the hunter is practically guaranteed to harvest a bison. A resident license fee is $1,513 and an out-of-state license is $2,610 (Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, 2006) . It is difficult to directly compare grazing fees to hunting license fees. For instance, not every hunter who purchases a license successfully harvests an animal. The other factors that need to be considered are the numerous other economic activities generated by hunting, e.g., increased business for hotels and restaurants, guiding services, meat cutting services, and taxidermy etc.
The argument that it is more economically rational to utilize public lands as habitat for wildlife than for grazing lands for domestic livestock goes beyond mere speculation. Firstly, it is easy to demonstrate that there is a high demand for hunting rare game animals. In the fall of 2005, the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks issued 50 bison licenses. There were 6,000 applicants for this hunt (The Economist, 2005) .
Furthermore, in the case of buffalo, more and more groups and individuals are discovering that they are more profitable to graze than domestic cows. In the late 1980s, the geographers Deborah and Frank Popper argued that it would be more economically viable and ecologically sustainable to reintroduce indigenous flora and fauna in 110 counties spanning an area in 10 states which once made up the bulk of the bison's habitat in the U.S. The Poppers advocated the creation of a "Buffalo Commons". They toured the communities which were located within the boundaries of the proposed Buffalo Commons and were often met with such hostility that they needed police protection (Bevington, 1996) . By the late 1990s, the Poppers observed:
It now appears that the Buffalo Commons is materializing more quickly, particularly in the northern Plains, and with less federal intervention than we had anticipated. In the last decade public-lands herds of bison increased markedly. On private land a noticeable number of ranchers switched to buffalo and prospered financially and ecologically. Membership in the national Bison Association, a group for buffalo professionals, rose steadily; so has membership in the organization's state and regional chapters, especially in the Plains. The North American Bison Cooperative . . . has established a marketing cooperative and a slaughtering-and-processing facility especially for buffalo and plans two more especially in Canada. (Popper & Popper 1999, p. 4) .
The trend toward utilizing buffalo as an economic resource has continued in to the 21 st century. The history of the Plains Indians and their relationship with buffalo has also been commercially exploited. Outside of Deadwood, South Dakota, Tatanka, a "bison themed cultural heritage center", was opened in 2003. Nearby, the opportunity to see a large buffalo stampede has proven to be a major tourist attraction. Custer State Park in South Dakota maintains a wild buffalo herd of between 1,000 and 1,500 head. Every year over 1,000 bison are rounded up using horses and pickup trucks. After they are corralled, they are vaccinated and branded. Tourists set up chairs and blankets and observe the stampede like a spectator sport. The stampede is preceded every year by an arts festival and a chili cook-off. Some of the cows and calves are sold at auction. The park collects an additional $40,000 each year from issuing 10 hunting licenses for bull bison (Fanselow, 2005) .
Some Native Americans have successfully reintroduced buffalo into their local economies. The Cheyenne River Indian Reservation maintains a wild buffalo herd of about 2,000 head. In addition to creating a bison herd, the tribe was recognized by Harvard University for its success in restoring bison habitat in the form of native prairie grasslands. The tribe charges $3,000 to tourists who wish to shoot a buffalo and an additional $300.00 to gut, skin, and quarter the carcass. Bison herds are seen as an alternative to other forms of economic development such as casinos. According to an article in The Economist, "Reservations are not ghettos from which the poor must escape, but small, land-locked nations, which must take charge of their own affairs and find a niche in the wider economy. And buffalo tourism is not a bad way to begin" (The Economist, Oct. 15, 2005, p. 34) .
In regard to eco-tourism, the Western U.S. has a comparative advantage over most other nations. It has 300 million acres of public lands which are currently open for grazing domestic livestock. This land could be converted to habitat for a variety of rare and/or endangered plant and animal species. Unlike many other regions, multiple forms of eco-tourism could be enjoyed in a region which offers political stability, advanced medical technology, and a well developed transportation system.
It has been argued here that the public lands of the West are not being utilized in the most economically efficient manner possible, which is clearly a breach of traditional conservation ethics. However, this should not be mistaken for an endorsement of conservation ethics. As will be discussed below, commodifying nature often results in undesirable outcomes for humans and other members of the biotic community.
The present utilization of public lands is clearly antiquated. It evolved in an epoch in which people in the Western world were quite confident of their ability to beat nature into submission. Grazing was seen as a means of utilizing lands that would otherwise have no value. More importantly, the rights of full citizenship were, in most cases, limited to white males. The notion that other species could have "biotic rights" was as foreign to the U.S. ruling class of the 19 th century as the notion that indigenous people should be able to retain their traditional lands. In the 21 st century, more people have embraced the concept that humans are simply another species on the planet and that other species have the right to exist. A larger number of people have at least embraced a form of enlightened self-interest by realizing, as Marilyn Holly has observed, that an anthropocentric view of nature, "gets us kicked in the teeth by nature in the long run" (Holly 1993, p. 27) .
FURTHER ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS
It has been argued that the grazing of livestock on public lands cannot be ethically justified from either a conservationist or a preservationist standpoint. However, if it is true, as some have argued that, "bison require half as much management as cattle and are worth twice as much" (Bevington 1996, p. 140) ; the new found economic value of buffalo could, and to some extent already has, created its own ecological and ethical problems.
As James O'Connor has observed, "capital remakes nature and its products biologically and physically (and politically and ideologically) in its own image" (O'Connor 1994, p. 158) . Examples of this phenomenon are genetically modified plants and animals and the replacement of forests with tree plantations. In the case of bison, it may be economically rational to selectively breed them (or genetically alter them) to be more docile or to have more body fat, etc. Ranchers may also feel entitled to protect "their" buffalo from predator species.
Already a series of bison ranches have opened up throughout the Western states in which an individual can pay thousands of dollars to "hunt" a buffalo. The "hunt" typically consists of a domestic buffalo being turned loose from a corral with a cape on it with a letter or other symbol so that the "hunter" can identify "their" buffalo. The buffalo is usually located and shot (or killed in a more painful and prolonged manner with other weapons such as a hunting bow) in a matter of minutes and is skinned and processed as part of the killing fee. This type of appropriating meat is problematic from Leopold's perspective for 3 reasons. It deprives the buffalo of living in its natural state. It deprives the hunter of a hunt which involves skill, endurance, and a wilderness experience. Moreover, it imposes the concept of private property on to wildlife. Leopold asserted that applying the concept of private property to the land was problematic in that it conferred rights upon the owner of the property without any obligations to the biotic community. Thus, a land owner can destroy or alter a part of the biotic community at their whim. Leopold observed that when Odysseus, an ethical man according to the norms of his time, hung his slave-girls, the murders were seen as his prerogative. "The disposal of property was then, as now, a matter of expediency, not of right and wrong" (Leopold 1949 (Leopold /1987 .
Like Leopold, Karl Marx maintained that the concept of owning part of the Earth was a harmful concept that would hopefully be abandoned by future, more enlightened generations:
From the standpoint of a higher socio-economic formation, individual private ownership of the earth will appear just as much in bad taste as the ownership of one human being by another. Even a whole society, a nation, or all contemporary societies taken together are not the absolute owners of the earth. They are only its occupants, its beneficiaries, and like good paterfamilias have to leave it in improved condition to the following generation (Marx, quoted in Bottomore, et al, p. 160 ).
However, the potential for ecological degradation was not the only reason that Marx saw the concept of private property as being harmful to society. The right to exclude others from access to nature, i.e., private property, gave some humans the power to deny other humans the right to exist. It does not matter how intelligent or motivated an individual without private property might be. In the "Critique of the Gotha Plan" Marx observed that, "labour depends on nature; it follows that the man who possesses no other property than his labour must, in all conditions of society and culture, be the slave of other men who have made themselves the owners of the material conditions of labour [nature] . He can work only with their permission, hence live only with their permission" (Marx 1875 (Marx /1978 .
Although Marx was clearly concerned with utilizing natural resources in a sustainable manner, he had an anthropocentric world view. Leopold saw humans as members of a larger biotic community. In regard to utilizing land in a sustainable, equitable manner, Marx's and Leopold's concepts of land use complement one another. Marx emphasizes that access to land should not be determined by the artificial differences created by social class. Leopold extends Marx's concept, that land should be utilized with the welfare of future generations in mind, from humans to the rest of the biotic community. As J. Baird Callicott (2001) has argued, the land ethic requires the individual to extend their field of concern. However, it does not require the individual to abandon preexisting ethical obligations. Thus, those concerned with creating a more equitable society can easily incorporate the land ethic into their world view. Although they may not explicitly embrace Leopold's land ethic, some Marxists have begun to theorize how capital's tendency to create human misery is related to capital's tendency to degrade the natural environment (e.g., Benton, 1996; Foster, 2000) .
In regard to increasing the ecological diversity of the Western states, those with limited economic means cannot be expected to develop an appreciation of wilderness areas that they have no access to, or to have an interest protecting a "commons" that they cannot afford to harvest meat and other resources from. The 300 million acres in question should be seen as a habitat for indigenous species and as a commons which can be utilized as a supplier of recreation, and to some extent, a source of food and other resources for humans. We, as humans, will of course have to submit to restrictions on our access to wilderness areas. There are too many humans and too few acres of wilderness. However, these restrictions should not be based on one's economic resources.
In the beginning of the 21 st century, there are remnants of species that thrived in the early nineteenth century, largely due to the efforts of individuals and institutions which, to varying degrees, did not fully accept anthropocentric, free enterprise ethics and refused to see the extinction of such species as bison, grizzly bear, and wolves as a fait accompli. Deconstructing the ideology which has led to the extinction or near extinction of numerous species is a valuable means of reaching a large audience. Demonstrating that the present utilization of Western lands cannot be justified even from the existing dominant ethical framework is a means of reaching an even larger audience. (Van Vuren, 2001 ). For stylistic purposes, throughout this manuscript, both the terms "bison" and "buffalo" will be used when referring to the species Bison bison. 2 I hunt with a 30.06 rifle. Typically a single well-placed shot in the heart-lung area is enough to quickly kill an elk or a deer. However, in a mandatory class on the regulations of the bison hunt, a wildlife biologist had advised to keep shooting until the bison was down. Bison have large lungs and can apparently run a long way after a lung injury.
